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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our information retrieval
(IR) system that is used for the NTCIR-4 Web Task A.
First, we introduce our IR system, which is based on
the probabilistic IR model. This system is quite sim-
ilar to the Okapi system, and uses both a word index
and a phrase index comprising combinations of two
adjacent words. Second, we propose a method for
clarifying queries that combines the probabilistic IR
model and the Boolean IR model. Since it is not easy
to construct a Boolean query that covers all relevant
documents, a mechanism for clarifying the Boolean
query is required. In this paper, we propose “appro-
priate Boolean query reformulation for IR” (ABRIR)
that support Boolean query formation and score doc-
uments based on combining probabilistic and Boolean
IR models. Finally, we discuss the effectiveness of the
method based on the results of experiments.

1 Introduction

In the NTCIR-4 Web Task [2], our team partici-
pated in the “Information Retrieval Task” (Task A) .
There are two main items used to evaluate this task.

� Our baseline IR system, which is based on the
probabilistic IR model.

� We propose “appropriate Boolean query refor-
mulation for IR” (ABRIR) that support Boolean
query formation and score documents based on
combining probabilistic and Boolean IR models.

2 Our IR System, Based on the Proba-
bilistic IR Model

Our system uses BM25 [4] as a basic probabilis-
tic IR model, and ChaSen [3] as a morphological an-
alyzer to extract index terms. We use a word index
and a phrase index comprising combinations of adja-
cent words [5]. We employ pseudo-relevance feedback

by using 5 top-ranked initially retrieved documents,
and the Generic Engine for Transposable Association
(GETA) tool 1 as a database engine.

We discuss the details of the system in the following
sections.

2.1 Indexing Each Document

We used the organizer-prepared “cooked” data (i.e.,
processed raw data) to make an index for our IR sys-
tem. Since some portions of the text were garbled and
contained unnecessary tags, we normalized the data.

For such text, we checked the text coding by using
raw metadata and converting it to EUC data. We also
removed unnecessary tags, such as “�NWD:img�,”
from the text.

After text normalization, we applied the following
procedure to extract the word index and phrase index
from the text.

1. Morphological analysis
We converted ASCII text characters into two-byte
EUC codes by using KAKASI 2 as a code con-
verter, and ChaSen as a morphological analyzer.

2. Extraction of index terms
We extracted noun words (nouns, unknowns, and
symbols) as index terms. We excluded numbers,
prefixes, postfixes, and pronouns from the index
terms. We removed “ー” from the end of a term
when the length of the term was longer than two
katakana characters. All alphabets were then nor-
malized to one-byte ASCII codes and stored in
lower case.

3. Extraction of phrasal terms
We aimed to use compound nouns as phrasal
terms, so we extracted phrasal terms from pairs
of adjacent noun terms. In this case, we also

1http://geta.ex.nii.ac.jp/
2http://kakasi.namazu.org/
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used prefixes, postfixes, and numbers for extract-
ing phrasal terms 3.

2.2 Pseudo-Relevance Feedback

We used the five top-ranked documents for pseudo-
relevance feedback.

However, when we normalized the score by the
number of terms existing in the document, some text
with fewer terms tended to score highly. For exam-
ple, when the single query term is “TOEIC”, a docu-
ment containing only the term “TOEIC” scored higher.
This may occur, for example, when the title of a page
is “TOEIC” and the contents are Macromedia Flash or
image objects. Since these documents are not useful
for query expansion, we excluded documents contain-
ing fewer than four terms from the relevant documents
list.

2.3 Term weighting

We used the BM25 weighting formula to calculate
the score of each document.
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Here, ���� is the weight of a (phrasal) term � ,
which is a term or a phrasal term in query 	, and is
calculated using

���� � 
��
� � ��������  � ����

���  � ������� � ����  � ����
(2)

where� is the count of all documents in the database,
� is the count of all documents containing � , � is the
given number of relevant documents, and  is the count
of all relevant documents containing � . In addition,
�� and ��� are the number of occurrences of � in a
document and in a query, respectively, and ��� ����
are control parameters.

The results of term extraction obtained in our sys-
tem may vary owing to the results of the morpholog-
ical analyzer. Therefore, we must minimize the ef-
fect of this difference. For example, suppose a phrasal
term “AB” (“A”+“B”) exists. When “AB” is registered
in the dictionary of the morphological analyzer, term
“AB” is extracted. When “A” and “B” are registered
and “AB” is not, terms “A” and “B” and a phrasal term
“AB” are extracted. In the latter case, in addition to
“AB,” terms “A” and “B” are also used to calculate
the score. Therefore, phrasal terms should have lower
weights than regular terms. For this purpose, we in-
troduced a parameter ��� � � � �� that is used for
counting the phrasal terms in a query, where ��� is in-
cremented by � (not 1) when a phrasal term is found.

3We did not include numbers for any phrasal index used to sub-
mit a result.

For the query expansion, we used Rocchio-type
feedback: [6]

��� � ����� � ��� ��

��

��� ����
�

(3)

where ���� and ���� are the numbers of times �
appears in the query and in the relevant document �.

We conducted retrieval experiments using the
NTCIR-3 web test collection, and we set �� � ��� �
��

����
� � � ���� � ���. Here, �
 is the length of a doc-

ument (the number of terms and phrasal terms) and
���
 is the average length of all documents. We set
�� � ���� for initial retrieval and �� � � for final
retrieval.

2.4 Retrieval Procedure

The retrieval procedure of our IR system is as fol-
lows.

1. Morphological analysis
We apply an identical morphological analysis
process to generate an index of each document
and to extract terms and phrases for the query.

2. Initial retrieval
We apply the query to obtain the top-ranked doc-
uments. We set � �  � � to calculate the score
of each document.

3. Pseudo-relevance feedback
We select the five top-ranked documents as the
relevant documents. When this set includes doc-
uments that have fewer than four terms, we re-
move them from the relevant documents list and
include successively ranked documents.

We do not use phrasal terms for the query expan-
sion because they may be too specific for use with
pseudo-relevance feedback [5]. When there are
many terms in the relevant documents, we select
the 300 terms that share the highest mutual infor-
mation [7].

4. Final retrieval
We apply the expanded query to obtain the final
results.

2.5 Implementation

We implemented our baseline IR system using the
Generic Engine for Transposable Association (GETA)
tool. Since GETA cannot handle all documents as a
single database, we divide the documents into eight
subsets. In order to obtain an equivalent score from all
databases, we share� , �, and ���
 for all of them. We
apply a given query to all eight databases and merge
the results.
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2.6 Evaluation

Table 1 shows the evaluated result for submitted re-
trieved data (DBLAB-tt-2, DBLAB-ds-2), where doc-
uments judged to be “S” or “A” were classified as rel-
evant (we have used this relevance judgement for all
subsequent evaluations in this paper). Since we found
some bugs after submitting a value and modifying the
index (where we mistakenly used numbers to generate
phrasal terms), we also included the evaluation results
from the debugged system (where the parameter set-
ting is identical to the submitted result). Survey type
experiments are conducted with 35 topics selected by
the organizers and target type ones are conducted with
another 45 topics selected by the organizers.

Table 1. Evaluation of Results from Our
System

AvePrec RPrec Prec@10 Prec@20
tt (s) 0.216 0.242 0.394 0.313
tt (t) 0.228 0.247 0.360 0.333
ds (s) 0.189 0.218 0.351 0.359
ds (t) 0.231 0.251 0.371 0.339
tt-d (s) 0.223 0.254 0.411 0.361
tt-d (t) 0.215 0.232 0.344 0.306
ds-d (s) 0.200 0.234 0.383 0.341
ds-d (t) 0.235 0.242 0.378 0.333

“tt”: title only, “ds”: description only
“tt-d”: title only (debugged)
“ds-d”: description only (debugged)
“s”: survey type, ”t”: target type
“AvePrec”: average precision, “RPrec”: R precision
“Prec@10,”“Prec@20”: Precision at 10, 20 docu-
ments

For most cases, our system performs better than av-
erage. However, in several cases it has poorer perfor-
mance than average.

We assume that the quality of phrasal terms used in
a query may affect the retrieval performance. For ex-
ample, topic 0058 uses terms “存在論 (ontology)” = “
存在 (onto-)”+ “論 (-logy)” in the title. In contrast, it
uses “「存在とはなにか」ついて哲学的観点から…”
that includes “哲学的観点 (philosophical aspect)” = “
哲学 (philosoph-)” + “的 (-cal)” + “観点 (aspect)” in
the description. Since “存在論 (ontology)” is a techni-
cal term in philosophy and artificial intelligence, “存
在論 (ontology)” is a more appropriate word than “存
在 (onto-,existence).” On the other hand, since “哲学
的観点 (philosophical aspect)” is more important than
“存在 (onto-, existence)”, which is a common word,
our system tends to neglect “存在 (onto-, existence).”

The difference between these terms causes the qual-
ity of the initial retrieved results to vary so that the fi-
nal results for retrieving the description are worse than

average but the final results for retrieving the title are
better than average.

Another problem arises from pseudo-relevance
feedback with irrelevant and similar document
sets. In topic 0006, our system retrieves quite
similar documents (NW002999258, NW002999245,
NW002999257, NW002999256, NW002999253) that
contain formatted record data. Since these five docu-
ments have an almost similar term list, our query ex-
pansion method generates a bad query. In order to re-
duce the effect of irrelevant documents, we believe it
is better to check for similarity among the top-ranked
documents and to remove similar documents from the
query expansion. One problem arises from our in-
dexing method. Topic 0034 uses the following three
terms “料理 (cooking),” “切り方 (cutting method),”
and “名称 (name)” in the title. Since we do not use
verbs for indexing, we do not identify “切り方 (cut-
ting method)” as an index term of our system, and so
the retrieved results of topic 0034 are poor. There
are two possibilities for including “切り方 (cutting
method)” as an index term. The first is to include verbs
as index terms, while the second is to include phrasal
terms made with noun postfixes. Since “方 (method)”
is a noun postfix, “切り方 (cutting method)” can be
included as the phrasal term “切り (cutting)” +” 方
(method)”.

3 Combination of a Probabilistic IR
model and a Boolean IR Model for
Query Clarification

There are three major IR models: a probabilistic
model such as that on which our proposed IR system is
based, a vector space model; and a Boolean model [1].
The most distinctive differences between a Boolean
model and other models are the assumption about the
appropriateness of IR query term selection.

For example, a probabilistic model and vector space
model may retrieve documents that do not contain
user-specified query terms. In contrast, a Boolean
model assumes that the user will select appropriate
terms, and it retrieves documents that contain the user-
specified query terms.

However, it is not easy to construct an appropri-
ate Boolean query. For example, the user-constructed
Boolean query defined in this test collection is not pre-
cise enough to retrieve all relevant documents, as we
have showed in the retrieval results for the Boolean
query.

Therefore, in this research, we propose our new
IR system named ABRIR (Appropriate Boolean query
Reconstruction for Information Retrieval) based on
following two new proposed method.

� A method for constructing a Boolean query that
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includes more relevant documents, by using in-
formation about relevant documents.

� Amethod for combining a probabilistic IR model
and a Boolean IR model.

We discuss the details of each approach in the fol-
lowing sections.

3.1 Construction of a Boolean Query based
on Relevant Documents

Since we assume that all relevant documents con-
tain words that the user intends to retrieve, we select
words that exist in all relevant documents. In order to
remove common words, we use only words that exist
in the original query. We construct a Boolean query by
using these words with the original Boolean query.

The following procedure is used to construct a
Boolean query. Figure 1 shows an example of this pro-
cess.

1. Selection of Boolean candidate words
We select all terms used in the original query that
also exist in all relevant documents. We con-
struct a Boolean “and” query by using the se-
lected words. In this example, since “A” and “C”
exist in all relevant documents, “A and C” is se-
lected as a candidate query.

2. Modification of the Boolean query based on the
initial query
When we have created an original Boolean query,
we relax the newly generated Boolean query.
When there are one or more words in the initial
query that are used within an “or” Boolean query,
we expand the generated query by using this “or”
information. In this example, since “C or D” ex-
ists in an original query, we modify the generated
query to “A and (C or D).”

Since description query does not have an original
Boolean query, we only apply first step to generate
new boolean query.

We think methodologies proposed here is applica-
ble not only for top-N ranked pseudo-relevance doc-
uments but also for user selected relevant documents.
However, the meaning of this construction procedure
is different according to the nature of relevant docu-
ments.

When we use user selected relevant documents,
meaning of this procedure is simple. Since user se-
lected ones should be included in the retrieved docu-
ments, it is necessary to construct a Boolean query that
all selected ones can be satisfied.

In contrast, when we use top-N ranked pseudo-
relevance documents, meaning of this procedure is
different from former one. This method deals with
coocurrence pattern of given query terms. In order to
discuss this issue, we introduce
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Figure 1. Boolean Query Construction

3.2 Modification of the Score Based on the
Boolean Query

When we expand a query by using relevance feed-
back in the probabilistic IR model, there is a chance
that documents without any original query terms will
receive a higher score than documents with these
terms. Since we assume that documents that do not
satisfy the Boolean query may be less appropriate
(compared with documents that satisfy the Boolean
query), we subtract a penalty score from documents
that do not satisfy the Boolean query.

We apply the penalty based on the importance of
the word. In a probabilistic IR model, we use this
score for calculating a penalty score for each word,
since part of equation 1, where � ��� ������	
�

���	
�
, shows

the importance of the word in the query. We use a con-
trol parameter � to calculate the penalty score.

����
���� � � � � ���� ��� � �����

�� � ���
(4)

For “or” Boolean query, we use the highest penalty
from all “or” terms as the overall penalty.

We now describe how to calculate the penalty by
using the Boolean query discussed in Figure 1. First,
we calculate the penalty score for all words (“A,” “C,”
and “D”). We assume ����
����� � ����
����� in
this case. Documents not possessing“A,” “C,” or “D”
terms receive the penalty ����
��� ������
�����.
Documents possessing only the “C” term receive
����
��� �.

3.3 Implementation

We implement ABRIR (Appropriate Boolean query
Reconstruction for Information Retrieval) based on
our baseline IR system discussed in previous section.
The GETA tool has a mechanism for applying the
Boolean “and” operation, but not for applying the
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Boolean “or” operation by itself. In previous exper-
iments, when the system retrieved the size of the top-
ranked documents for each database, we could find
the desired size of top-ranked documents for the to-
tal database. However, when we apply the Boolean
“or” operation on the retrieved results and reject doc-
uments from them, the desired size of the top-ranked
documents for each database may not be large enough
to retrieve documents of the desired size from the en-
tire database.

3.4 Evaluation

We also apply ABRIR to NTCIR4 web test collec-
tion. We construct initial Boolean queries from topic
description for title retrieval task. When given terms
are split into two or more index words by ChaSen,
we use the last phrase for an initial Boolean query
in order to avoid constructing complicated Boolean
queries. For example (“利用者 (利用 (use)-者 (-er))” or
“新人研究者 (新人 (new)-研究 (research)-者 (-er))”) is
a query described in the topic, an initial Boolean query
is (“!c利用者 (user)” or “!c研究者 (researcher)”) 4.

We submitted results based on query reconstruction
method and modification of score method (DBLAB-tt-
1, DBLAB-ds-1). However, since some bugs exist in
the IR system that is used for generating the submit-
ted results, the retrieved results are almost the same as
the results obtained using the probabilistic IR model.
Therefore, we conducted a new retrieval experiment to
confirm its effectiveness. Table 2 shows the results of
this experiment.

Table 2. Evaluation Results for Our Sys-
tem with Boolean Construction

AvePrec RPrec Prec@10 Retrieved
tt-b (s) 0.200 0.236 0.431 1843
tt-b (t) 0.218 0.255 0.371 1451
tt-o (s) 0.153 0.184 0.374 1685
tt-o (t) 0.212 0.247 0.378 1390
ds-b (s) 0.155 0.196 0.370 1327
ds-b (t) 0.220 0.246 0.387 1166

“tt-b”: title only with Boolean construction
“tt-o”: title only by using original Boolean query
“ds-b”: description only with Boolean construction
“Retrieved”: number of relevant retrieved documents

Since more documents are retrieved by using the
Boolean constructions than by using the original user-
constructed Boolean query, we have confirmed that the
original Boolean query is stricter than the constructed
query. There were 158 more “Retrieved” documents
from the survey task (1843-1685 from 35 topics: 3893
relevant docuemnts), and 61 more from the target task

4“!c” is a prefix for phrase index.

only (1451-1390 from 45 topics : 2891 relevant docu-
ments). This strategy is useful mainly for survey-type
retrievals.

When we compare the results with those from the
probabilistic IR model only, this system performs
worse for “Average Precision” and “RPrec” values.
This problem arises owing to the difference in the
number of relevant retrieved documents (ones for the
debugged system; tt-d (s) 2166, tt-d (t) 1843, ds-d (s)
2177, and ds-d(t) 1616), and implies that the given
Boolean query is not precise enough to represent the
user’s retrieval intention.

Figures 2 and 3 show the recall-precision graph of
the retrieved results using different Boolean queries
for survey type retrieval. This method improves the
performance precision, especially for smaller recall
value. We assume our Boolean queries works well to
reduce the side-effects where a more important word
tends to mask the existence of another important word.
However, this restriction is too strict to collect all rel-
evant documents.
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Figure 2. Recall-Precision Graph for
Different Boolean Queries (title only, sur-
vey)

We have also conducted retrieval experiments us-
ing the score modification method. Since constructed
Boolean queries perform better than original queries,
we use them for calculating the penalties. Table 3
shows the results of this method with different � val-
ues.

From this result, we confirmed that the penalty cal-
culation improves the retrieval results. Since we con-
ducted the experiment using a ’buggy’ IR system to
determine the value of �, the chosen parameter value
� � ��
 is not ideal. In the title-only experiment,
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Figure 3. Recall-Precision Graph for
Different Boolean Queries (description
only, survey)

Table 3. Evaluation Results for Our Sys-
tem with Penalties

AvePrec RPrec Prec@10 Prec@20
tt-0.2 (s) 0.229 0.255 0.420 0.364
tt-0.2 (t) 0.225 0.249 0.376 0.334
ds-0.2 (s) 0.207 0.235 0.391 0.349
ds-0.2 (t) 0.226 0.244 0.381 0.343
tt-1.0 (s) 0.241 0.263 0.431 0.376
tt-1.0 (t) 0.239 0.259 0.394 0.348
ds-1.0 (s) 0.218 0.242 0.389 0.346
ds-1.0 (t) 0.238 0.251 0.385 0.341
tt-2.0 (s) 0.241 0.265 0.429 0.380
tt-2.0 (t) 0.241 0.260 0.389 0.348
ds-2.0 (s) 0.211 0.237 0.394 0.346
ds-2.0 (t) 0.234 0.251 0.388 0.341

“tt-�” : title only � � ��
� ���� 
��,
“ds-�” : description only � � ��
� ���� 
��,

the case where � � 
�� offers the best performance.
In contrast, the results for the case where � � ���
in the description-only experiment has better perfor-
mance than that of � � 
��. We assume this dif-
ference comes from the quality of the given Boolean
query, because our constructed Boolean query used for
the description offers worse performance than the ti-
tles query, in terms of the relevant retrieved document
sizes. Therefore, we think the estimation of an appro-
priate value for � should be based on a user model
which has information how correctly a user may de-
scribe a Boolean query.

Figures 4 and 5 show recall-precision graphs of the
retrieved results for different values of � for survey
type retrieval. This method improves performance, es-
pecially for recall values of 0.1 to 0.6. From this result,
we believe this method is useful for reducing the side
effects where words of higher importance tend to mask
the existence of other important words, without filter-
ing relevant documents that do not satisfy the Boolean
query.
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Figure 4. Recall-Precision Graph for
Different � (title only, survey)

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented our IR system,
based on Okapi with a compound noun index. This
system performs better than average over the NTCIR-
4 web test collection. We also proposed a new
method for combining a probabilistic IR model and
a Boolean IR model, and verified this method using
the NTCIR-4 web test collection. We confirmed that a
user-constructed Boolean query is not precise enough
to represent the retrieval intention, and proposed a
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Figure 5. Recall-Precision Graph for
Different � (description only, survey)

method for constructing Boolean queries based on rel-
evant documents to improve the retrieval performance.
We also confirmed that calculating a penalty based on
the Boolean query improves the retrieval performance.
Our system performs very well, especially for survey-
type retrieval.

For future work, we plan to use a thesaurus for con-
structing more expressive Boolean queries.
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